A brother in law of mine Mr J Stewart is very desirous to get some lessons while in London in the art of Talbotype (with the albuminuous improvement if possible) to aid him in travelling. Do you know and can you recommend any artist who would give him such or if not, what book should he procure for a brief working code of instruction and where can he get the apparatus and materials special to the Talbotype process..
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Stewart was already hard at work in Paris before Talbot replied, and Herschel would later send Talbot a specimen photograph of Stewart on horseback at the fashionable (for the English) town of Pau in southwest France. 4 Early images of the Pyrenees by Stewart and others form one part of the Society's Herschel-derived collection, catalogued as MS/784.
Annotations on their original wrappers suggest that images sent to Herschel by Regnault date from the years 1848-52. 5 At least one more of Regnault's photographs, an 1851 portrait of Jean-Baptiste Biot, appears to have arrived at the Society independently, possibly via Herschel; 1851 seems to be the year in which Regnault and Stewart met, perhaps as a result of Stewart's time in Paris. For this French special issue of Notes & Records, three of the photographs are reproduced here. Regnault began his work in paper photography using the improvements to Fox Talbot's calotype process introduced by Louis Désiré Blanquart-Evrard (1802-72) from 1847. This river study by Regnault is probably his most-reproduced landscape, 6 one of a series of nature studies and river bank scenes from the area surrounding the Sèvres porcelain factory. 
